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Enhancements or Fixes

The following enhancements were added to this version. Refer to the product manual for additional information.

1. There are three new model selections in the PLC Name and Port Table - SLC5/03, SLC5/04, and MicroLogix.
For SLC 5/04 on DH+, select SLC5/04 model and use the ABDH driver.
For SLC 5/03 or 5/04 on DF1, select SLC5/03 or SLC5/04 model and use the AB Serial driver.
For MicroLogix 1000 PLC on DF1, select MicroLogix model, use the AB Serial driver and use Allen Bradley
programming cable P/N 1761-CBL-PM02.

2. Removed the nuisance communication error when using DH-485 (“Loc 1701 ??”.)

3. Fixed the Setup utility  - first beta version 1.54B0 would only install the first disk and not display the menu.

Application Issues

Please note the following application issues as you use the product version referenced above.

1. Maintenance Template - If a template (other than a maintenance template) is specified to display a PLC
reference in a 32 bit format and a maintenance template is on the page displaying the same reference, the
template value will toggle between the correct value and an incorrect value.  To avoid this situation, do not use
the maintenance template to display the same 32-bit value defined in the other template.

2. Maintenance Template - If a page contains multiple maintenance templates, the first time the page is
recalled, the templates will draw slowly and the error "L:1701 proc ??" may appear.  Subsequent drawing of
the page will be normal and the error message will not be displayed.

3. Maintenance Template - The first time a page is displayed containing a maintenance template, the template
will display the specified PLC reference of the default PLC (as specified in the PLC Name and Port Table),
regardless of the PLC name defined in the Maintenance Template Editor.  To select a different PLC Name in
Run Mode, simply select the maintenance template control buttons labeled Modify Template and Change PLC
Name.

4. Baud Rates - Communication baud rates below 9600 are not supported in this version.

5. Alarm Page Error Messages - If a communication error is received while the  alarm page is displayed, the
error will not be erased until you change pages.

6. Table Template - For a "1 high" table template, there will be two entries displayed in the configuration
software but three entries will be displayed online.

7. System Online Labels - If the system online label "Enter Page #" is changed to a user-defined label online
(containing a character in the last character cell of the label) and then changed back to the default label, the
last character from the user-defined label will remain on the control button.

8. System Online Labels - The user online labels for Password A Disabled (P/W A DISABLED), Password B
Disabled (P/W B DISABLED), and Password A/B Disabled (P/W A/B DISABLED) should not contain an
embedded carriage return.  Use spaces instead to position the label text appropriately.
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9. Indicator Template - If a conditional expression is defined as 1 (always true) and a higher priority conditional
expression (with a PLC reference) becomes true and a communication error occurs, then if the "Reset PLC
Com" control button is pressed or you change pages and return to the same page, the indicator template will
still show the last valid condition (it should be blank).  To avoid this situation, always use a PLC reference in
the conditional expressions.

10. Invalid PLC Reference - If your configuration contains an invalid reference, the VCP unit may toggle between
the errors "L:2101" and "S:0".  Execute the Configuration Verifier to find all invalid references.

11. Numeric Entry - If a decimal point (.) or a minus (-) is the only character entered in a numeric entry field, a
value of 0 will be sent to the PLC.

12. Download - If a download is attempted while the VCP unit is in Run Mode, the PC may halt and must be
rebooted.  Make sure the VCP unit is in Transfer Mode before initiating a file download.

13. Control Bit Reset Delay - The Control Bit Reset Delay field in the System Parameters Table displays 100
msec as an option.  If selected, the control bit reset delay will actually be 1000 msec.

14. Template Label - If a double-high or quad template label contains a carriage return, nothing is displayed after
the carriage return in Run Mode although it is incorrectly displayed in the Page Editor.

15. Invalid Value Expression - If an invalid expression follows the PLC reference in a Value Expression (e.g.,
[40001].001), the error may not be detected by the configuration software.  Only the PLC reference will be
displayed online.

16. Communication Error on ?? - Communication errors followed by "on ??" are a result of incomplete
transactions and should be ignored.

17. Communication Errors - When changing pages rapidly where pages contain a large number of references or
when rapidly pressing control buttons, communication errors may be displayed. These errors are intermittent
and should be cleared by pressing the "Reset PLC Com" control button.

18. Startup Page - When going to Run Mode with the startup page number assigned to a blank page (other than
0) and page 0 is configured, the VCP unit will display a blank page but the page title for page 0 will be
displayed at the top of the page.

19. Unsolicited References - Unsolicited writes to the VCP unit will not work if the reference contains a leading
zero. Note that the normal polled reference reads update correctly.

20. Allen-Bradley Data Highway 485 - When exiting the "Who Active" program, the error "L:1154" may be
displayed referencing N7:0.  Note that N7:0 is an internal reference used by the VCP unit.

21. General Electric Series 90 - When communicating to General Electric Series 90 PLCs, it is recommended to
use the General Electric Series 90 Point-to-Point driver (GE S90P selection in the PLC Name and Port Table).
You may experience periodic communication errors (L:1202) when using the General Electric Series 90
Network driver (GE S90N selection in the PLC Name and Port Table).

22. Mitsubishi - Cannot go online with a Mitsubishi driver.  An error message is displayed requesting to load the
Executive Firmware. This is resolved by using the 1.53 driver.


